**Ephemeris**
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**Call for undergraduate papers Ephemeris 2022**

*Ephemeris* is an undergraduate journal of philosophy dedicated to publishing exceptional undergraduate writing grounded in the distinct value and interest of the philosophical endeavor.

Please note *Ephemeris* is now available [online only](https://digitalworks.union.edu/ephemeris).

**Due date for Ephemeris 2022 is February 1st, 2022**

**Submissions**: Work may be submitted by email ([ephemeris.uc@gmail.com](mailto:ephemeris.uc@gmail.com)) or use our portal at [Ephemeris Portal](https://digitalworks.union.edu/ephemeris). You should receive a confirmation of receipt shortly thereafter.

**Contributions**: Contributions are solicited in all areas of the philosophical discipline. Contributions should take the form of essay, article, or short note. Review articles are welcome. Please include a short abstract describing the thesis of the paper and main conclusions.

Correspondence should go to [ephemeris.uc@gmail.com](mailto:ephemeris.uc@gmail.com). For more information about *Ephemeris* please visit our website at [https://digitalworks.union.edu/ephemeris](https://digitalworks.union.edu/ephemeris).

**Current issue**:

*Imagination and Inseparability of Soul and Body in Aristotle*
Hallie Altwies, Union College

*Aristotle's Aspectual Ontology*
Jacob Farris, Pennsylvania State University

*A Defense of the Compatibility of Science and Religion*
Daniel Lightsey, Texas A&M University

*Problems in the Formulations of Kant’s Categorical Imperative*
Mandy Rothe, Martin-Luther-Universität, Halle-Wittenberg
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